


AIR WOLF UTC

- A tr ibute to 
Swedish aviat ion 

and the people 
behind i t .





ADJUSTMENT

First of all - unscrew the crown by turning it counter-
clockwise. Then pull out the crown to the first step/click. 
Turn the crown clockwise to set the date.
To screw down the crown - press it down and turn it 
clockwise at the same time. 

First of all - unscrew the crown by turning it counter-
clockwise. Then pull out the crown to the second 
step/click. Turn the crown to set the time. 
To adjust only the 24H UTC hand, pull the crown to first 
step/click and turn counterclockwise.
To screw down the crown - press it down and turn it 
clockwise at the same time. 

CHANGE DATE

SET TIME



Air Wolf UTC, 40 mm, Automatic, 316L Stainless Steel

4-piece case construction; bezel, case, barrel, caseback

Scratch proof sapphire, glareproofed coating, coating to prevent finger-
prints and stains

SPECIFICATIONS

CASE

DIMENSIONS (mm)

CRYSTAL

WATER RESISTANCE



MOVEMENT

Seagull 2836 GMT, Gold PVD, modified MALM rotor
MODEL

4 hand; minute, hour, second and UTC hand.
Freq./h 28.800, 25 jewels
Automatic
Reccomended temperature -5°C to +50°C

CONSTRUKTION



MAIN TENANCE



GOOD TO KNOW
The daily use of any wrist watch may result in 
scratches and marks. This is considered to be a 
natural result of wear and tear. There are 
various recommendations as to wether these 
scratches and marks can be polished. We 
recomment that you always contact MALM or a 
professional watchmaker before trying this on 
your own. Though regular cleaning with a soft 
damp brush will keep your watch clean and 
shiny. 

If you wear your watch with MALMs leather 
straps, it is good to be familiar with the aspects 
that shorten the life of genuine leather products. 
Even though MALMs leather straps are of 
highest quality, like other leather products they 
will have varying lenght of life depending on 
how they are used and cared for over time. 
Water, cosmetics and sweat for example 
shortens the life of your leather strap. 

Like other valuable items you should treat your 
MALM watch with great care. It is important that 
you do not expose the watch to unnecessary 
impacts, chemicals, solvents, hazardous gases, 
magnetic fields or very cold or hot 
environments. 

USE
Your Air Wolf from MALM is a watch 
designed with greatest care for quality, 
design and performance. At MALM we 
believe in the importance of producing 
quality watches and therefore we spend 
much of our time working on product 
development and quality assurance.

When using your MALM watch, the watch 
will be exposed to different types of 
stresses and strains. Like many other 
advanced watches and gauges, a very 
large number of components share a very 
limited amount of space. It is therefore 
important that you take care of your watch 
and do not expose it to unnecessary and 
abnormal stress. The timepiece should be 
serviced and maintained regularly to work 
properly. Such services should be 
performed by MALM or a professional 
watchmaker in order for warranty terms 
to apply. 

Calculations related to navigation and such 
can be performed using the watch and its 
rotating bezel. These calculations should 
be seen as approximate references and a 
complement to more reliable, digital 
calculations. 



WATER RESISTANCE
Water resistancy in watches are mostly 
measured in ATM (atmospheric pressure). Your 
MALM watch is waterproofed up to 10 ATM, that 
is 100 meters / 328 feet. In practivce, this means 
you can shower and swim with your watch. 
However, you should not use it for diving since 
100 meter does not refer to 100 meter of water 
depth. 

CONDENSATION
In case of fast and high temperature variations, 
a so-called negative pressure may occur in your 
watch. A possible consequence of this is that 
condensation occurs. If condensation occurs 
there is liquid or moisture inside the watch 
(which you may not see). In case of 
condensation it is important that you hand the 
watch to MALM or a professional watchmaker 
immediately. The watch need to be opened in 
order to remove the liquid and/or the moisture, 
otherwise moisture can penetrate the 
movement and destroy it. The warranty does not 
cover damages or work caused and related to 
condensation. Not even divers watches are 
protected against it. Typical occasions when 
condesnation can occur are, for example, in very 
hot or cold environments and fast variations 
between them. 



WARRAN T Y



If MALM does not find any of the errors and 
injuries mentioned above, the product will 
be sent back to you. 

Please note that this warranty is subject to 
the following exceptions and limitations: 

- The product is damaged due to inappro-
priate and negligent use (marks, bumps 
and damage to the product, broken / broken 
glass). 

- Damage caused by fire, water or natural 
disaster. 

- Natural aesthetic changes that occurred 
during normal use and aging (minor 
scratches, shade changes and dirt, or other 
marks in materials and straps). 

Please note that MALM will charge a fee for 
repair and service for the warranty claims 
that fall within the scope of these excep-
tions and limitations.

A watch from MALM include a 5 year 
warranty. The warranty covers defects and 
damage from the manufacturing process 
such as case, dial, crystal and movement. 

If you purchased your MALM product 
through one of our authorized retailers 
and have questions about warranty and 
complaints, please contact them directly 
and not MALM. If you purchased your 
MALM product via malmwatches.com, 
please contact us via the contact form at 
malmwatches.com or send an email to 
support@malmwatches.com and we will 
provide you with more information. In this 
message, you need to provide your name, 
address, order number and a detailed 
description of your warranty issue. To use 
the warranty, it requires that you have 
access to a purchase receipt, an order 
confirmation or an order number. 

If your warranty claim falls within the 
scope of our warranty terms, the defective 
product or part will be repaired or 
replaced within a reasonable time after 
MALM received the product. MALM strives 
to always replace defective parts with 
original parts, but reserves the right to 
replace defective parts with equivalent 
parts if the original is not available. 




